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Intro



Having a website with good traffic volume and not 
receiving additional income is an unacceptable luxury
for the webmaster.

Therefore, competent website owners continue looking 
for the most effective ways to monetize their sites while 
we work on them in return. 

Let’s close all the questions here so
you can start earning today. 

Inpage

is a relatively new format that 
has demonstrated itself 
immediately as a powerful tool 
for traffic monetization and has 
already experienced some 
improvements.

This guide...
So, let’s dive into
the world of
inpage monetization.will tell you

how inpage works, why it has 
become so popular quickly, and 
its prospects.

You will learn

to implement it in your online 
platform and learn how to get 
more profit.
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with inpage advertising

Website monetization



Inpage

is a banner that looks like a pop-up notification 
with an image and text.

It appears for every website visitor and does not 
disappear until it is closed or clicked.

Inpage advertising looks delicate, 
native, unobtrusive, and does not 
block content, which means —
it does not irritate the user. 

In this update, Google has saved users the need to 
close pop-up windows for the first time interacting 
with a resource.

So, if the user regularly refuses to receive the current 
site's push notifications, the browser automatically 
blocks them. 

But at the same time it appears 
suddenly and at the moment when 
the user browses the website.

Features

Inpage format became an excellent 
response to Chrome 80. 
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Google once again became a point of progress for 
advertisers and showed that you should not stop on
the achievement because just one update can ruin
the whole business.

In addition, the classic push, or, to be exact,
its imperfection, pushed the creation of inpage 
notifications.

Now pop-up ads cover Safari browser users.

How it works?

Inpage notifications, though 
they look like push, relate 
not to pop-ups but to 
banner advertising.

Inpage notifications 
can be closed
by clicking on the
cross button.

User consent 
is not 
necessary, 
and such 
advertising is 
shown to all 
site visitors.

A special code
is integrated into
the site code to run it, 
without binding to the 
subscription database.
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What platforms can work with it?

Join the best advertising network

EVADAV works with all top verticals, allowing you to monetize almost any platform.
In general, inpage is suitable for traffic monetization from the same online resources as 
the classic push.

The predominant traffic sources on our platform
are the following:

Tubes Pics Anime Online cinema Shortlinks

Select the category of your site in settings correctly — 
then it will be showing advertising relevant to your 
traffic type. And this is a direct path to high conversion.

EVADAV tip
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https://evadav.com/publisher/streams/?utm_source=guide&utm_medium=smm&utm_campaign=Inpage_Guide_Pub


Advantages for publishers

Let’s see why
inpage advertising is great for website monetization:

Works here and now1

Now webmasters are not tied to the push 
affiliate program, as there is no subscription base.

The publisher does not lose the accumulated 
base after deleting the script from the site's code 
or switching to another advertising network.

Noticeable but unobtrusive2

The banner gently pops up in the corner at the 
top/bottom of the screen and does not block 
content or spoil the site's design. In this case, it is 
well-visible and looks on the page beautifully 
and organic.

Inpage does not cause the desire to leave the 
site and leaves visitors a choice — click on the 
banner or close it by clicking the cross button.
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Advantages for publishers

It does not affect SEO3

The script for displaying the embedded 
advertisement in the site code does not affect the 
speed of site uploading and other technical 
factors of ranking.

Simply, inpage monetization will not lower the 
position of your site in SERP.

Covers a fresh
and solvent audience

4

Inpage advertising covers solvent users of
iOS devices that were not previously familiar
with pop-up notifications. It is the most potentially 
convertible layer that can finally be monetized! 
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Advantages for publishers

Works on all platforms and devices5

Now it does not matter what device, operating system, and browser your 
site's audience has. Inpage notification will appear before each visitor.

It is a great opportunity for the publisher to monetize all traffic. 

on mobile on MacOS

on Windows
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Advantages for publishers

Doesn’t require a subscription7

Users do not need to subscribe to see the 
advertisement.
For them, the inpage is displayed as a push, only 
without a subscription base.

Brings profit for every click8

Inpage pops up in front of every website 
visitor and does not disappear until it is 
reacted to.

In contrast to classic push notifications, the 
reward is done not for signed-up users.
In this case, the publisher receives income if 
the user clicks on the advertisement.

Visibility on the website - 100%6

Inpage notifications appear in front of the user 
when interacting with the platform.
For a publisher, that means they’ll see the ad. more displays higher CTR more conversions more revenue

from advertising
on your website
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Advantages for publishers

Flexible display settings9

The publisher can customize the display of pop-up banners on his site:

On mobile devices, inpage notifications appear at the top or 
bottom of the page, on the desktop — in the corner. They do not 
block content or prevent the user from interacting with the site in 
both cases.

Number of inpage
notifications on site;

Display
frequency;

Delay time
before display;

Location
on the page.

AD

AD

AD
Test different settings to see what 
works best. Please contact your 
manager to customize your inpage.

EVADAV tip
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Advantages for publishers

Looks native11

Recall, in 2022, for our advertisers, we added the 
possibility of custom stylization of inpage creatives.

It means that the publishers' sites now place more 
high-quality and diverse advertising, stylized as a 
vertical of the offer. It is the direct path to high CTR.

Not afraid of browser updates10

Once Google almost “buried” push traffic and continues 
to struggle with obsessive advertising, but the inpage 
format is not the case, as the user interacts with 
advertising within the site, not the device.

Depending on the template chosen by the advertiser,

the inpage notification on your site may look like
the following:

System

Social  

Classic
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Advantages for publishers

Combined with other advertising
formats

12

Inpage advertising remains non-aggressive, even though
it appears to visitors without consent.

A small pop-up window with personalized text-graphic 
information is combined with any other ad within one
page or site.

Demanded and popular13

The inpage format immediately rocked the market, 
and advertisers rushed to take the best, squeezing
a fresh and long-awaited iOS audience.

But sources of inpage traffic are not as many as they 
would like. 

The classical push and inpage have different 
mechanisms but are visually identical for the user, 
in general.

In addition, inpage campaigns are often launched 
as part of the offers scaling that have shown good 
results with push format.

Therefore, publishers can successfully combine 
inpage and push advertising on their sites.

EVADAV tip
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How do users react to inpage ads?

Visitors are usually loyal to the inpage on the site and do not rush to close them. 
However, the user activity in the inpage format depends directly on the number of 
notifications shown to the same user.

The more times he has seen an inpage ad, the less is click probability.

Add your sites right away, as you are already awaited!
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What CTR to expect?

According to the internal statistics of EVADAV, the inpage format has become the 
most promising for the past period. And for those who still have doubts about the 
profitability of the format, we have the latest statistics from our publishers with 
excellent results from inpage monetization:
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What CTR to expect?
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What CTR to expect?
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How does inpage look on the publisher’s platform?

The inpage notification appears on the device screen at the bottom or top, left or right. 
Such settings depend on the device type and site design. 

Banner positioning on the site
is customized.
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Inpage monetization

setup in EVADAV



Push Notification Inpage

To launch the inpage monetization, in the Streams select the
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Enter the corresponding values in the Name (source name) and Domain fields.

Then select the Category of your site:

if the topic of your site does not 
concern online dating, 
particularly the 18+ category and 
any other adult destinations.

Adult

if the platform contains content 
for the 18+ audience (dating 
services, thematic online stores, 
forums).

Mainstream
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Set the advertising time interval 
(Display Delay) to a maximum of 
30 seconds.

Select one of the 4 zones to display
the inpage notifications on the device 
screen.
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Set the pause duration after clicking
on advertising or closing
(Pause after click/Pause after close).

We recommend setting the value «0» in the
«Pause after close» and 10-15 — 
«Pause after click» fields.

You can allow two advertisements to be displayed 
simultaneously («Show two notifications at once»)
and «Show ”Ads” headlines» option.

EVADAV tip

In your personal account, you can 
track the results of the inpage ads on 
your site.

The stats are updated every
5 minutes and can be arranged 
according to your parameters.
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How to increase profit:

EVADAV advice



If you want to make an inpage advertisement bring you the maximum revenue, 
follow our recommendations:

top/bottom, left/right corner.
Inpage notifications should not intersect
or overlap with other advertisements.

Select the correct area for the
pop-up banner:

after closing or clicking and a delay time 
before appearing. You need to contact a 
personal manager or use default settings
to do this.

Set the optimal settings for displaying ads

ads instead of one. Then the user will have
a choice between different offers.
It will attract more attention and increase 
the likelihood of clicks leading to landing 
rather than closing the banner.

Set the display of two inpage

on the site for the best CTR.

The optimal place for inpage advertising
is the home page or any URL with content.

Correctly select pages of the
script placement
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if you want to please Google.
But we do not recommend doing this, as 
the inpage script does not harm SEO, 
anyway.

Use «Ads» headlines

when choosing an effective advertising 
format and a suitable place for advertising.

Follow a personal manager’s tips

with our other advertising formats — 
popunder or native ads.

Combine inpage monetization
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Helpful links



Important update
for EVADAV publishers: improved 
payout functionality

How to Monetize
a Football Event

How to make money
with EVADAV native format?

How to make more
money with Evadav Popunder

Push World
Guideline for publishers

Content website:
how to attract trafic quickly and 
inexpensively
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https://evadav.com/blog/content-site-how-to-drive-traffic-quickly-and-inexpensively#content
https://evadav.com/blog/how-to-monetize-a-football-event
https://evadav.com/blog/oh-wonderful-native-world-how-to-work-and-make-money-with-evadav-native-format#content
https://evadav.com/blog/the-guideline-for-publishers
https://evadav.com/blog/push-world-guideline-for-publishers


Summary



Inpage format has been in the market of digital advertising for 5 years. It can 
not be called new, but relative to all others, it is pretty young. 

Against all the advantages over the classic push, the inpage has become an 
effective monetization method. Despite the fundamental difference in the 
mechanism of pop-up banners, initially, inpage was considered by the 
affiliates as a derivative of the push format but quickly became an 
independent advertising tool. 

Advertisers immediately rushed to push a new and solvent audience, and 
publishers were happy to test monetization with a new format.
Many are keen to get the best from your website, so lose no penny —
add monetization now!

Try inpage monetization with EVADAV!

https://evadav.com/?utm_source=guide&utm_medium=smm&utm_campaign=Inpage_Guide_Pub

